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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
JOHN has contributed to the dictionary with 4154 meanings that we have approved and collected in this small book. We
hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not hesitate to visit our
website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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espinto
ESPINTO from the Italian spinto, 'push'; The word spinto indicates that the tenor spinto produces a loud and violent
sound through a very high subglottic pressure. 

espíritu solidario
SOLIDARITY SPIRIT willingness of the one who has more to share or assume part of the expenses of the one who has
less. 

espíritus
SPIRITS pl .  of SPIRIT

espoliador de povo
ESPOLIADOR DE POVO this phrase is half Portuguese (it says 'de' instead of 'do'Lula) and in Spanish it is
EXPOLIADOR DEL PUEBLO, that is, someone who steals or defrauds the citizenry. 

esquite
ESQUITE Roasted tender corn kernel.  It comes from the Nahuatl Ízquitl, from Icehqui's tostar (in comal)' Esquites are a
popular Mexican snack, especially from the downtown area, made with the grain of corn (tender corn). 

estado atlético
ATHLETIC STATE ideal physical condition to do sports, athletics or participate in sports competitions

estado de sopor
DROWSINESS STATE is the intermediate state between sleep and wakefulness.  It usually occurs moments before
falling asleep and at the time of waking up.  Also when you have drunk too much or are lacking oxygen and are close to
losing consciousness. 

estar agotado
HAVING LITTLE desire or little strength to work or have fun (due to extensive or great previous effort). 

estar al tanto
BE AWARE Be aware, be aware, know what is going on

estar alcanzado de medios
BEING REACHED BY MEANS being short of money

estar aterrizado
BEING GROUNDED being down to earth, thinking conservatively or realistically

estar aviado
BEING AVIADO being in trouble



estar cagado
BEING SHIT being with the water up to the neck, being very complicated, being lost, without alternatives.  2 .  Being out
of money: Sorry, I'm shit until the end of the month. 

estar caro
BE EXPENSIVE 1 .  have a higher selling price than the appropriate value for the place and circumstances.  2 .  Have a
short-term price over the reasonable possibilities of the buyer: cars are expensive. 

estar complicado
BE COMPLICATED to have difficulties.  Not necessarily true, when responding to an invitation. 

estar con el alma en vilo
BEING WITH THE SOUL IN SUSPENSE being very worried, very scared. 

estar con el corazón en la boca
BEING WITH THE HEART IN THE MOUTH being very scared, so much so that the heart went out of its position and
rose to the mouth

estar contento
BE HAPPY feel joy, be happy

estar de acuerdo
AGREE Agree, match

estar de mas
BEING TOO MUCH left over, being redundant

estar en culo
BEING IN ASS in Costa Rica: it is said TO BE UP TO THE ASS, to be completely drunk: That mae is up to the ass, look
at him pissing in the vase.  In Chile : BEING UP TO THE ASS: being completely drunk or being in a lost situation: Jorge
is up to the ass, he was sentenced to 10 years and the woman left him.  Some synonyms, words or similar expressions
can be up to the masses, being with shit up to the neck

estar en el ajo
BEING IN THE GARLIC being knowledgeable about a subject that is not known by many

estar en la baba
BEING IN THE BABA In America: ignoring important events that occur around a person.  In Chile to be drooling is to be
distracted, birding. 

estar enganchado a internet
BEING HOOKED ON THE INTERNET being addicted to social media



estar hasta el cuello
BEING UP TO YOUR NECK being in a very complicated situation; the phrase leaves unspoken the phrase 'with the shit'
because in reality it is 'being with the shit up to the neck' that is to say about to fail, break or collapse. 

estar hasta el jaco
BEING UP TO THE JACO being in a very compromised situation, in serious difficulties.  Perhaps this expression derives
from the major honors of the English card, the A, K, Q, and in which the Jota or Jaco is the immediately minor and
minimum value. In the game of bridge the A is worth 4 points, the K is worth 3 points, the Q is worth 2 and the J is worth
1.  The other cards are worth 0 . 

estar hasta la trompa
BEING UP TO THE TRUNK being jaded, saturated, being higher up to the neck, being up to the Russian, being up to
the masses. 

estar hasta las masas
BEING UP TO THE MASSES being submerged 2 .  Be committed

estar hasta más arriba del cuello
BEING UP TO ABOVE THE NECK expression that denotes being in a calamitous situation, drowning in difficulties. 

estar hastiado
BEING TIRED being disgusted, tired, bored (of something unpleasant or exhausting being repeated) 

estar mal pelado el chancho
BEING BADLY PEELED THE PIG be unequitatively distributed benefits. 

estar mas arriba del cuello
BEING ABOVE THE NECK Figuratively, being drowning.  Being in a very complicated situation, usually related to
personal finances or your business

estar molido
BEING GROUNDed being physically shattered, being exhausted

estar nervioso
BE NERVOUS form to express the state of tension or anguish that is felt before a situation of physical, psychological or
mental demand or by mere physiological condition, either this pathological or natural and inherent to the person. 

estar o vivir con el corazon en el puño
BE or LIVE WITH YOUR HEART IN YOUR FIST as sincerely as possible

estar pegado
BEING GLUED not being able to advance in a video game, at work, in solving a problem. 



estar piantao
BEING PIANTAO In Argentina: of the lunfardo, to be crazy, alienated, to be crazy. 

estar prendido con alfileres
BEING PINNED ON PINS is an unsafe, fragile situation. 

estar sumido
TO BE SUBMERGED is to be submerged or buried (in shit), to be at the bottom, failed, impoverished to the point of
inopia, or involved in very serious problems with justice.  It is used more times figuratively than literally. 

estar vendiendo agua
BEING SELLING WATER is part of a meme that spread on social media in mid-July 2021.  The phrase read "You can
be selling water for $1000 (or $1) and your "friends" are going to go shopping elsewhere for $2. 000 (or $2) because you
didn't sell it for $500.  ( or $0 , 5 ) » .  The phrase in question does not have a meaning in itself different from the usual
one.  The one that includes the phrase squí extracted it from its context and with it lost its special meaning.  The full
sentence is an irony that refers to the fact that today selfishness crosses the barriers of friendship.  Those who claim to
be friends prefer to punish you, even at the cost of harming themselves, if you don't give them an eye or an arm.  In
other words, "friendships" last as long as they can take advantage of you.  They are not true. 

estereología
STEREOLOGY It is the study of sections that each make up a plane, but that as a whole make up a three-dimensional
body.  These are largely tissue images obtained through MRI or ultrasound achieved with low-frequency wave
emissions, for example, of brain tumors, fibroids and other cysts. 

estereotomía
STEREOTOMY the word stereo comes from the Greek stereos which means solid, although in Spanish it is used for
audio equipment that has two or more output channels.  Tomos is to cut, from where it derives collections or books of
several volumes.   Stereotomy means, literally, cutting of solids.  Despite its Greek roots, it is a word created or
composed at the end of the seventeenth century.  2 .  Art and science of designing the shape of the elements of a
carved stone rigging, such as the voussoirs of an arch or a vault, the pieces of a staircase, a capialzado, a trunk, a stone
frontis and other architectural decorative elements. 

esterfurosa
ESTERFUROSA another word of those invented by Julio Cortázar in chapter 68 of Rayuela

estetefónico
STETHOPHONIC from the Greek stethikos, 'chest' and roots: phone 'sound', plus the suffix -ikos 'relative to'; relative to
chest sound

estocismo
SPAM STOCISM

estorbábanse
GET IN THE WAY that they got in the way, bothered each other.  reflexive form of the imperfect past tense of the verb
ESTORBAR (SE), third person, plural . 



estorbosas
ESTORBOSAS f .  and pl .  of HINDERING OR ANNOYING. 

estovana
ESTOVANA verbal form of the present indicative of the verb ESTOVAR , rehogar

estovar
Hinder Fry a food until it begins to brown and before adding the water, broth or sauce with which it is going to stew. 

estoy que exploto
I'M EXPLODING locution that indicates to be angry, very angry, about to explode from going. 

estrato herbaceo
HERBACEOUS STRATUM error by HERBACEOUS STRATUM

estrato herbáceo
HERBACEOUS STRATUM topsoil on the soil surface containing mainly grass and flowerless herbs. 

estrella porno
PORN STAR actress noted for her performances in videos that have as a central and generally unique motif, explicit
scenes of erotic character.  In some cases there are men, such as former world boxing champion Myke Tyson, who can
be qualified as porn stars.  2 .  In 2005 a film entitled Estrella Porno was shot It was directed by Pablo Sereno de la
Viña.  It is inspired by the book La Putain respectueuse (The Respectful Prostitute) by Jean-Paul Sartre and was shot
between the towns of Calafell and Barcelona. 

estreplumaban
Estreplumaban learn to read and write, friends.  The word already discussed many times here is ENTREPLUMABAN. 
How long do we continue with chapter 68 of Hopscotch?

estrutioniforme
ESTRUTUONIFORME  adj. and n. f. Zool. Said about birds belonging to the same order as the  ostrich, not flying big
size birds, WITH long feet and only two fingers. 2. f. pl. Zool. The order that they form. Some synonyms, words or similar
expressions can be strutioniformae

eternum
ETERNUM AETERNUM , Latin for eternal , long time

etimología de griego
ETYMOLOGY OF GREEK comes from the Latin graecus, which, in turn, comes from the Greek Graikoi and this from
Graikos.  According to the Greek poet Hesiod (c.  VIII to .  C .  ) , Graikos was the son of Zeus and Pandora

etimologíco griego
GREEK ETYMOLOGICAL SEE ETYMOLOGY OF GREEK



etimológico griego
GREEK ETYMOLOGICAL relating to the origin and meaning (of a term or expression) derived from the Greek language.
 The specification of a language may be due to, that the term or expression may have evolved from a language, which in
turn has taken it from an earlier one and sometimes even the latter has also inherited it from an older one. 

etnocultura
ETHNOCULTURE of the Greek ethno 'people, race' refers to the culture of peoples

euglema
EUGLEMA see EUGLENA

eunectes notaeus
EUNECTES NOTAEUS scientific name of ANACONDA ANARILLA

euro step
EUROSTEP textually European step.  Played basketball patented by Manu Ginóbili and that in a poll of fans turned out
to be the best play in the world by an overwhelming majority.  It's called that because he consecrated it while playing in
Europe, before going to the NBA. The play consists of tilting the body to the side with a long step, in the form of an
amague, crisscrossing the legs with a quick movement that accompanies the trunk and gives it momentum, and finally
throwing yourself with speed towards the outside side, heading towards the board and finishing the play with a tray. 

euroadicto
EUROADDICT who likes the European or the European

euroatlantica
EUROATLANTIC error by EUROATLÁNTICO

euroatlantica
EUROATLANTIC error by EUROATLÁNTICO

euroescepticismo
EUROSCEPTICISM political and social movement that rejects, to a greater or lesser degree, the European Union as a
community organization on the part of European citizens.  The needle moves to one side or the other according to the
reality that each country lives.  When the economy declines or migration becomes irrepressible, EUROSCEPTICISM
increases. 

eurofán
EUROFAN fanatic or sympathizer of the European or european

eurofóbica
EUROPHOBIC f .  of EUROFÓBICO

eurofóbo
EUROPHOBIC who hates the European or Europeans



europeas
EUROPEAN f .  pl.  of EUROPEAN, relative to or belonging to Europe

eurostep
EUROSTEP finishing move in front of the hoop in the game of basketball that was popularized by former Argentine
player Manu Ginobili

eusqurica
ESUSQURICA SPAM

exabanderada
FORMER FLAG BEARER f .  of FORMER STANDARD-BEARER A person who was the head or leader of an
organization or group (in the past) 

excedentes
SURPLUS SURPLUSES .  in Chile: money that has been deposited in excess in the Isapre and that are available to the
insured. 

exespía
EXESPIA Person who worked as a spy

exfeten
EXFETEN one of the three magic words ACOTOS, EXFETEN, CANOBO to start a ritual of cleansing or witchcraft. 
Watch videos on tik tok for more information. 

exhordio
EXHORDIO see EXORDIUM

eximición
EXIMICIÓN exemption of a charge, obligation or guiltyness. Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be
waive, liberation

exite
EXITE error by EXCITE, verb form of the verb excite, cause or stimulate a feeling or passion.  The RAE defines as
correct only to excite and not to excite, so the present subjunctive, in the third person is EXCITE and not EXITE Some
synonyms, words or similar expressions can be excited, excited, warm

exmujer
EX-WIFE is said to be the one who has ceased to be the wife.  It is not said who has changed sex. 

exosoma
EXOSOME a small pouch that forms inside a cell and contains some of the cellular proteins and portions of the cell's
DNA and RNA.  These are transported by the blood to other parts of the body, spreading pathologies such as cancer in
new tissues. 



exosomas
EXOSOMES pl .  by EXOSOMA

expansividad
EXPANSIVITY Quality of expandable .  Ability to increase (a thing or a living being) its volume.  2 .  Ability to increase
the surface or territory or something intangible as a stream of thought. 

expediente de regulación de em
MS REGULATION FILE.   THE DICTIONARY HAS PROVIDED INCOMPLETE INFORMATION

expiracin
SPAM EXPIRATION

explotada
EXPLOITED f .  of exploited , part .  past of the verb EXPLOIT .  When it comes to people it refers to abuse on them. 
When it comes to mining or agriculture it is about producing minerals or food products. 

expoliacin
EXPILIACIN SPAM

expresidiario
EXPRESSIVE person who went through prison and who served his sentence, being released. 

extasiada
ECSTATIC f .  part .  past the verb ECSTATIC, to feel ecstasy, state of the person in which he loses consciousness of
the outside world and rises to a higher state.  2 .  Figuratively, to be extremely pleased

extensibilidad
EXTENSIBILUDAD Elongation capacity, maximum possibility of covering , maximum possible scope . 

exteriores
EXTERIOR pl .  of EXTERIOR of the outside side, relative to the external parts.  2 .  Relating to relations with other
countries: Ministry of Foreign Affairs.  Antonym : interior

extracelular
EXTRACELLULAR outside the cell or cell phone. 

extrajurídicas
EXTRA-LEGAL f .  pl.  of EXTRA-LEGAL; act carried out outside the judicial environment

extraprogramático
EXTRAPROGRAMMATIC that is outside the wducational program



extrayuxtaba
EXTRAYUXTABA another of the words invented by Julio Cortázar in chapter 68 of his novel Rayuela, which does not
have a precise meaning, but remains to the imagination of the reader. 

ética de náufragos
ÉTICA DE NÁUFRAGOS book by José Antonio Marina (1995) aimed at those who must resolve how to survive after
being shipwrecked, that is, to every good reader.  It poses three dilemmas that are easy to enunciate, but complex to
solve: the fundamental one is "how to stay afloat"; the second is "like building a boat and governing it"; and the last one
is "how to get to port". 

éticas
ETHICS adj .  pl.  Person or institution with morals and values of correction, honesty, respect and justice. 

êá
ÊÁ SPAM

fabuero
FABUERO hound in Old Spanish. 

fachista
FASCIST FACHISTA , Nazi

fageo
FAGEO is actually FAGE 0, or FAGE 0%, a Greek-type youghourt with 0% added sugar, rich, creamy, but surprisingly
FAT-FREE, i.e. with 0% fat.  FAGE is an international dairy company, founded in Athens, Greece, but headquartered in
Strassen, Luxembourg. 

fails
FAILS anglicism for failures

fajn
FAJN SPAM

falafa
FALAFA 1 .  Food of Jewish and Arab origin (FALAFEL) consisting of a breaded croquette made of chickpea or crushed
and ground bean. It has become popular in restaurants specializing in oriental and vegetarian food.  Traditionally it is
served with yogurt or tahini sauce, on pita bread or as a starter.  2 .  Peugeot suv model

falconcito
FALCONCITO diminutive of FALCÓN or FALCON

falcón común
COMMON FALCON Falco sparverius , ? is a species of bird in the Falconidae family.  It inhabits almost all of America,
from Canada to Tierra del Fuego.  It covers almost the entire Mexican tterritorio.  They are of terrestrial habitat.  Some



synonyms, words or similar expressions may be American Kestrel, Red Falcon, Cuyaya, Common Falcon, Chilico?

falsa política
FALSE POLITICS on the one hand we must make a distinction between real politics (true politics) and apparent or
phenomenal politics (false politics, politics fiction, pseudopolitics) and, on the other hand, the distinction between
righteous politics (correct, or true) and erroneous politics (incorrect or aberrant).  . False POLITICS is closely associated
with fake news, that is, the erroneous POLITICS, where you lie blatantly, importing only the amount of credulos that take
them for granted, and also propagand them

falso kamani
FALSE KAMANI in South America KAMANI is the indigenous man who takes care of the plantations of the haciendas. 
In English it means 'malabar almond'.  Mahmud Abdullah Kamani (born 1964) is a British billionaire businessman,
co-founder and co-CEO of the Boohoo group (with Carol Kane) a holding company of 440 companies founded in 2006
and dedicated to young fashion.   Boohoo is the English onomatopoeia of a baby's noisy cry. 

falso operativo policial de alto riesgo
FALSE HIGH-RISK POLICE OPERATION Procedure planned and executed by the civil or uniformed police in which
there is a vital risk to the participants, which is qualified as false because it is invented or because it is carried out with a
spurious background.   . 

falta de recato
LACK OF MODESTY lack of decorum, shamelessness, lack of modesty. 

faltadeilacion
SPAM DEHYDRATION

faltar el respeto
DISRESPECT being disrespectful, insolent

farmacia popular
POPULAR PHARMACY in Chile: In consideration of the high prices of medicines the Municipality of Recoleta
implemented a popular non-profit pharmacy, achieving great success, although over time it was sued by the supplier
laboratories for not paying delinquent bills up to 11 months.  This model was copied by other municipalities, becoming
popular in the more modest communes.  Cenabast, the state central for the purchase and distribution of sanitary items,
through Meki, an online pharmacy, has begun distributing medicines and other items at home. 

farmacologa
PHARMACOLOGY error by PHARMACOLOGIST, professional person of pharmacology. 

farmacoterapéutica
PHARMACOTHERAPEUTICs science of treatment of pathologies by drugs.  2 .  Person who has graduated from the
School of Chemistry and Pharmacy

fashion blogger
English FASHION BLOGGER, fashion blogger; blogger who writes about fashion, an influencer



fast-fashion
FAST-FASHION term already explained several times so I will be brief.  It is an expression, as opposed to
SLOW-FASHION, which characterizes accelerated fashion where clothing lasts only the season or briefly and is then
discarded, causing maximum ecological damage, both for its production and for its volume of waste. 

fatigabilidad
FATIGUE ability to get tired, exhausted

favorecedores
FLATTERERS pl .  of flattering[/] , which favors or provides a benefit (to someone or something).  2 .  that provides a
preference or privilege (to someone or something) over others.  3 .  That contributes to something happening

feísimo
UGLY augmentative of UGLY.  Very ugly, extremely ugly. 

felipismo
FELIPISMO There has been a lot of FELIPISMO in Spain through the ages.  Beginning of the sixteenth century: the
supporters of Philip the Beautiful, opposed to the Fernandists or supporters of Ferdinand the Catholic.  ? Sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries: the supporters of the successive kings called Philip (Philip II, Philip III and Philip IV -especially
those of the latter, during the uprising of Catalonia-) ? EIGHTEENTH century, during the War of the Spanish
Succession: the Bourbons, Angevins or botiflers (supporters of Philip of Anjou or Bourbon), contrary to the Austrians,
imperials, vigatans or maulets (supporters of Charles of Austria or Habsburg) Late twentieth century: the followers of the
president of Spain, Felipe González, differentiated within the PSOE from the guerristas or supporters of Alfonso Guerra. 

fenecible
DECEASED that can die

fercho
FERCHO In Mexico: Fernando Gómez Urquiza, better known as Fercho Urquiza, is one of the most recognized
journalists and influencers within the automotive industry in Mexico. 

ferreña
FERREÑA galicismo by rattle, sheets of embossed iron with a central perforation, which are arched and mated and
inserted with their holes facing each other in a circular wooden frame to make a tambourine. 

festibuga
FESTIBUGA national and international song festival held annually in Buga, Cauca, Colombia The history of the festival
begins in 1971 when several Bugueños took the initiative during the National Agricultural Fair in Buga, to make a
romantic music meeting to improve trade and promote culture. 

ffáx
FFÁX SPAM

fibrosa
FIBROUS 1 .  It has a lot of fiber 2 .  You suffer from CYSTIC FIBROSIS, a serious disease that affects the cells that



produce sweat, gastric juices and mucosa.  When they become thick and sticky, they damage the lungs and digestive
system producing obstructions.  The disease is incurable and deadly. 

fieltro en húmedo
WET FELT see WET FELT fabric that is made by fleece wetting Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be
wet felting

fieltro húmedo
WET FELT very unique ancestral technique in which wool or fleece fibers are turned into fabric by means of moisture,
soap and friction, which open the microscales of the fleece causing them to entangle, shrink and unite strongly with each
other.  Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be wey felting

fierro caliente
HOT IRON ALLEGORY for something dangerous to handle, which can cause damage

fijota
FIXED F .  of FIJOTE, which looks a lot at details

filete
FILETE of the French filet, best piece of beef or beef, whose weight varies between 1 and 2 kilos.  Hence the
expressions 'filet mignon' and filet or 'chateaubriand steak'.  In English a loin cut is a beef-steak where 'steak' comes
from, and beef derives in 'steak'. 

filetes
FILLETS pl . of FILETE

filo
EDGE 1 .  Edge of a precipice 2 .  A colloquial expression used to despise someone or what someone says.  To give
edge is to kick, to cut someone from a sentimental relationship.  3 .  In taxonomy: The phylum (from grjego ohylos,
'race'; from latin phylum, plural phyla, 'phylum, strand, very fine edge),trunk or type of organization is a taxonomic
category located between kingdom and class, and used in the animal kingdom, kingdom protists and domain bacteria. 
In botany (kingdom Plantae), the term division is used instead of phylum, having the same meaning.  4 .  In Argentina:
person who establishes temporary love relationships. 

filofascista
PHILOFASCIST Neo-Nazis, person who likes fascism or fascists

filoneismo
FILONEISMO del gruego philos, 'amor', neos, 'nuevo' e -isno, 'actitud'; parological condition of fascination with the new. 

filulas
FILULAS pl .  of FILULASherida that leaves a leaf when detached from its stem. 

finalístico



FINALISTIC Portuguese term : relative to the end ( of something ) ; final

finesse
FINESSE in Bridge: galicismo by pitchfork or impasse.  The carder has, for example AQ in the dead (north) and plays
the stick from his hand (South) towards the Q, horquetting the West K.  If the finesse to the K is successful wins two
tricks.  But if the K appears in East he wins only the Ace, an asset. 2 .  Finesse, delicacy

firme bueno original
FIRME BUENO ORIGINAL Three adjectives of a product Firm (solid), good and original (not a copy)

fisis
FISIS from the Greek phiein 'to grow, sprout' and sis, 'action of'.  FISIS translates by nature.  The Greeks assimilated her
to a goddess, sometimes Gexa, who existed since the origin of time, and who possessed both sexes. 

fitoquímico
PHYTOCHEMICAL relative to or belonging to plant or plant chemistry

flexi-vegetariana
FLEXI-VEGETARIAN flexitarian, person who is vegetarian but who occasionally serves meat. 

flexiteriano
FLEXITERIAN which is to eat vegetarian, but in a flexible way.  Eventually, you can go to a restaurant and partake of a
grill or go to a barbecue. 

flexiteriano flexiteriana
FLEXITERIAN FLEXITERIAN SEE FLEXITERIAN

flor de bora
BORA FLOWER Eichhornia crassipes see water hyacinth Aquatic plant of the Pontederiaceae family.  It has bulbs with
air, which allows it to float and gives purple flowers.   Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be e]water
hyacinth water lily, bora flower, water buchón, camalote, aguapey, lettuce? tarope , tarulla , reyna

flor de la sangre
ASCLEPIAS CURASSAVICA, popularly called milkweed, is a perennial species of the genus Asclepias, in the family
Apocynaceae.  Originally from tropical America, today it is positioned in many parts of the world.  It is used as food for
butterflies.  Its flower is a combination of red petals and yellow shoots. 

florentn
FLORENTN SPAM

florgera
FLORGERA avatar of Florencia Rodríguez on Twitter ( @florgera ) 2 .  Song Flower by the author Gera mx, whose short
videos can be seen a tiktok.  3 .  It may be a typo of a text published in Portuguese, 'Festa da Flor gera mais negócio.  . 
. '; gera is genera in Portuguese. 



floridencia
FLORIDENCIA jargon to speak of the commune of Providencia, as a way to distinguish itself from the wealthier sector of
Lo Cañas or Floriwood, and the more modest sector, or Florinavia.  This jargon extends to the area of Pedro de Valdivia
Norte, or Floricura, for actually belonging to the commune of Vitacura. 

fluctuacin
SPAM FLUCTUATION

flujo sanguíneo
BLOOD FLOW is a measure of flow, that is, of blood volume in a unit of time.  The unit of time is the minute and the
volume corresponds to the amount of blood ejected from the heart into the aorta artery, the expenditure of which is
called Q, as is traditional in fluid mechanics, and is expressed in ml per minute, or l per minute.  It is the result of
multiplying the stroke volume of each beat (approximately 60 ml) by the heart rate (about 75 beats/min at rest). 

flysurf
FLYSURF View SKITESURF

flysurfing
FLYSURFING see KITESURFING.  Anglicism derived from FLY, 'flying' and SURFING Sport of circumventing waves in
the sea sliding mounted on a board that sails on the surface with the kinetic energy of water.  Flysurfing is a variant in
which a kite or parachute connected with 4 or 5 ropes is added to the athlete and generates wind traction, allowing to
rise and do pirouettes and acrobatics. 

fmina
FMINA SPAM

fogón de barro
CLAY STOVE oven for cooking food made with refractory bricks, refractory sand, common cement, broken glass, salt,
iron door, fireplace and bucket.  Excellent for making bread, empanadas and meats

fomentacin
SPAM PROMOTION

fondo buitre
VULTURE FUNDS very high risk funds and low cost of entry, with probabilities of losing all the money because the
company (usually public) is on the verge of bankruptcy.  If the company refloats a lot of money is earned. 

fondos mutuos
MUTUAL FUNDS accumulated capital with the participation of multiple investors managed by an entity that diversifies
the investment to reduce risks. 

fonmetro
SPAM PHONEMETER



forlones
FORLONES pl .  of FORLÓN carriage of four seats and side doors without stirrups, pulled by horses and with rear trunk
fastened by belt and mounted on rods. 

formóse
FORMED reflective form of the third oer.  Sing.  From the pret .  indefinite of the verb FORM , FORM .  It is equivalent to
saying IT WAS FORMED

fosfatasa
PHOSPHATASE enzyme of the esterases group that catalyzes the removal of phosphate groups from some substrates,
releasing a phosphate ion molecule and adding a hydroxyl group in the place where the phosphate group was esterified.
See ALKALINE PHOSPHATASE

fosfatasa alcalina
ALKALINE PHOSPHATASE protein found in all body tissues.  The tissues with the highest amounts of AF are the liver,
bile ducts, and bones.  A blood test measures the level of AF.  A related test is the examination of alkaline phosphatase
isoenzymes. 

foskito
FOSKITO error by phoskitos Spanish product consisting of a cake with cereals, filled with milk and bathed in a layer of
cocoa.  Additionally, it brings toys to inetically encourage children to greater consumption. 

fotoprotección
PHOTOPROTECTION filtered uv rays by using filter cream.  It differs from the block in that the cream blocks and
reflects the sun's UVA and UVB rays. 

fotorradar
PHOTORADAR electronic device that measures the speed of the vehicles that circulate on the roads, by means of a
shot of a high frequency ray that, when bouncing and returning to the emitting device, allows knowing the speed of the
signal and the elapsed time, to calculate the speed of the vehicle that is approaching. 

fotos
PHOTOS pl .  photo

foxconn
FOXCONN fantasy name of Hon Hai Precision Industry, Taiwanese company that manufactures electronic parts to
order.  It is the main supplier of Apple and is created from the North American companies CISCO and Dell.  In 2020 he
came to the fore for the continued suicide of his employee-slaves suffering from severe stress.  18 of them committed
suicide.  Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be hon hai precision industry

foxtenn
FOXTENN manufactures and markets sporting goods based in Barcelona.  Name that probably parodies FOXCONN
controversial Taiwanese company that produces electronics on demand, especially for Apple.  Some synonyms, words
or similar expressions may be foxtenn bgreen sl



fracciones no semejantes
FRACTIONS NOT SIMILAR fractions representing different values .  4/3 and 8/6 are similar because they represent the
same value

fragaria vesca
FRAGARIA VESCA scientific name of the wild strawberry or wild strawberry

francisco javier duato guerrero
FRANCISCO JAVIER DUATO GUERRERO Aragonese football player

francisco javier duato guerrero
FRANCISCO JAVIER DUATO GUERRERO SPAM

francoindonesia
FRANCO-INDONESIA 1 .  A person who was born in France and settled in Indonesia, or vice versa.  2 .  Person of
French father and Indonesian mother, or vice versa.  3 .  Commercial, cultural, social, scientific, exchange or
collaboration relationship between France and Indonesia. 

francoparlante
FRENCH SPEAKER speaking French 2 .  They live in French-speaking territory. 

frasesinteligentes
FRASESINTELIGENTES Typographical error for FRASES INTELIGENTES, or intelligent phrases

freaky
FREAKY neologism and anglicism, which in English derives from freak, 'monster, weirdo'.  Also in reference to wild in
bed, sexual promiscuity and similar characteristics.  In Spanish it is someone with an intense fanaticism, or someone
weird, bizarre. 

fregar la pita
SCRUB THE PITA In Chile : annoying

fregazon
FREGAZON error by FREGAZÓN f .  Repeated annoyance, nuisance

fregazón
FREGAZÓN Annoyance, nuisance

frejol mungo
FREJOL MUNGO Vigna radiata, species of legume of the Fabaceae family, bright green, widely used in Indian food It
has incredible nutritional properties that make it highly valued. 

frenteado



FRONT 1 .  Merchandising technique that consists of exhibiting similar products of different brands so that the potential
buyer can compare them.  2 .  Action in a lathe prior to others that consists fundamentally of eliminating imperfections in
the piece that is going to be turned.  3 .  Act, speak or face others with pride and presumption, with an attitude of great
self-confidence

frentiado
FRENTIATE deformation of FRONT 1 .  Merchandising technique that consists of exhibiting similar products of different
brands so that the potential buyer can compare them.  2 .  Action in a lathe prior to others that consists fundamentally of
eliminating imperfections in the piece that is going to be turned. 3 .  Act, speak or face others with pride and
presumption, with an attitude of great self-confidence. 

fresno de china
CHINA ASH fraxinus chinensis, tree species of the genus Fraxinus, belonging to the family of oleaceae native to Asia.  It
was introduced in Colombia in 1960, being planted from lis 1500 to 2900 meters, in streets of cities and rural areas.  It is
native to temperate Asia, Russia (Primorsky, Sakhalin); China; East Asia : Korea; Tropical Asia : Indochina , Vietnam . 
After being pollinated, the female flowers of the urapán develop in the form of nuts, elongated and flattened, technically
known as samaras.  These fruits have the seed stored at one end, while the other has the shape of a flattened wing,
which helps them fly and be dispersed by the wind.  The fruits are falling, rotating in a circular way, like the propeller of a
helicopter.  Hundreds of these fruits are found fallen on the ground under the urapans in the fruiting season and it is
entertaining to pick them up and throw them from elevated sites and watch them fall spinning like a helicopter propeller. 

friedrich
FRIEDRICH German given name, equivalent to Federico in Spanish. 

frijol mungo
MUNGO BEAN see MUNGO

frijol nopaz
NOPAZ BEAN see NOPAS .  Tree native to America, dark brown.  8 complete pods weigh about 1 kg.  Frijol is a
deformation of fresol, from Old Spanish, which took it from the Latin phaseolus, 'bean' and phaselus.  'boat, canoe', for
the similarity of the pod.  In Panama, Nicaragua, Costa Rica, Cuba is called bean, without tílde, with the accent in the o. 
In Peru and Ecuador it is called a bean.  This legume is known by several other names: in Chile it is called poroto,
derived from Quechua purutu.  In Honduras it is called chimbaro and in El Salvador it is called chojol.  Bean or beans
derived from the Latin daba.  In Spain they call it beans, from Arabic to (la) and from Persian lubiya. 

frikitona
GEEK 1 .  Geek woman, crazy in the sexual.  2 .  Song of the group Pan B, from 2011. 

frikitouna
FRIKITOUNA see FRIKITONA

frisoles
FRISOLES pl .  of FRISOL Phaseolus vulgaris Annual herbaceous plant of the family of the fabaceae or legumes, native
to America, of leaves composed of oval shape or rhomboidude.  Fruit in pod. In Colombia: in our paisa region it is or was
frisol and frisols, as well as in other places we talk about beans, beans or beans, and even beans.  It is a phrase that
can be used in accordance with the regional culture itself.  It has been said that the name of that legume plant, frisol,
comes from Old Spanish, Catalan fresol and Latin that sounds faseolus, or from the Greek faselos.  In the rest of the



countries where we speak Spanish, they do not mention frisol or frisols.  In Argentina, Chile and Uruguay, Quechuismo
poroto is used.  In Ecuador it is called bean or bean.  In Spain more beans and beans are accepted. 

fríjol ayocote
BEAN AYOCOTE Phaseolus coccineus/C] , , ? is a herbaceous, annual, cultivated plant native to Mexico.  There are
varieties that produce red flowers that are only ornamental. 

fríjol nopaz
NOPAZ BEANS see NOPAS

frío como un pescado
COLD AS A very low temperature FISH.  Fish are cold-blooded and therefore their body is at a temperature similar to
that of water.  If there were ever warm-blooded (tropical) fish, these became extinct because of the high demand for
energy required to maintain the constant high body temperature and the great heat dissipation of being in a cold or icy
environment.  The correct phrase should be cold as a fish, for all dead animals are cold after a while. 

frollo
FROLLO Claude FROLLO, one of Disney's oldest villains is the antagonist in The Hunchback of North Dame, based on
Victor Hugo's novel, Our Lady of Paris, published in 1831 and composed of eleven books, which focuses on the
wretched story of Quasimodo, the gypsy Esmeralda and Archdeacon Claude Frollo in fifteenth-century Paris. 
Quasimodo, the hunchback, saves Esmeralda's life at a peak moment where FROLLO harasses her.   While Esmeralda
dies on the gallows, frollo is eventually killed by Quasimodo, who full of sadness at Esmeralda's death, throws him from
one of the cathedral's towers. 

frontalmente
FRONTALLY in a frontal mode, face to face, face to face, face to face, face

fronteras
BORDERS pl .  of FRONTERA

froyo
FROYO see FROLLO

fructuso
FRUCTUSO error by FRUCTUOSO , with fruit flavor

fruta bomba
FRUIT BOMBA Carica papaya herbaceous plant of the genus Carica of the family Caricaceae.  Its fruit is commonly
known as papaya, manne or lechoza.  Fleshy body that from pale yellow to orange, has its center full of numerous black
seeds.  Among its properties are the protection of the skin and hair, .  Preventing constipation and being a mild laxative. 
Promotes the healing of gastric ulcers.  -Strengthens the immune system and helps the purification of intestinal
parasites

fruta bomba
FRUIT BOMBA Carica papaya herbaceous plant of the genus Carica of the family Caricaceae.  Its fruit is commonly



known as papaya, mammon or lechoza (also lechoza).  Fleshy body that from pale yellow to orange, has its center full of
numerous black seeds.  Among its properties are the protection of the skin and hair, the prevention of constipation and
being a mild laxative.  Promotes the healing of gastric ulcers.  It strengthens the immune system and helps the
purification of intestinal parasites.  In Cubak it is the most consumed FRUTO and is called frutabomba, all together.  In
Chile it occurs in La Serena, where it is popular to confit or syrup it. 

fruta del rey
FRUIT OF THE KING Typical fruit of Indonesia, where the fruit is called DURIO, derivation of the word duri in the
Bahasa language melayu that translates spike or thorn, in reference to the numerous protrusions that come out of the
fruit in the form of spikes, that is to say "thorny fruit" in that language.  The suffix -an is the article, therefore it is also said
"durian" which translates "the durium" or "the thorny". They exist in 30 recognized durio species of which 9 are edible. 
Durio zibethinus is the only species marketed on the international market.  The others are only found in local markets in
Southeast Asia where he is called "the king of fruits".  Although very tasty, its smell is nauseating (for many), so it is
forbidden to sell it in restaurants, put it on buses or have it in some hotels. 

fruto cariópsido
FRUIT CARIÓPSIDO from the Greek karion , 'nut' and opsis , 'sight , appearance'; it is the one that has a single seed
with the pericarp attached to it, forming a protective skin, as it happens in grasses. 

fruto rey
FRUIT KING See FRUIT OF THE KING or DURIAN

fruto seco
FRUTO SECO deied fruit, such as almonds, raisins and nuts

fuerza gravitacional
GRAVITATIONAL FORCE is the force with which a planet or star attracts another celestial body. 

fujimorista
FUJIMORISTA Supporter of Alberto FUJIMORI, former president of Peru, who ended the communist terrorist group of
the Shining Path.  2 Supporter of his daughter Keiko FUJIMORI or his brother Kenji FUJIMORI, both politicians. 

fulbé
I saw FULANI, originally a nomadic people of West Africa, covering 13 countries.  They are all Muslims.  Together with
the Hausas they add up to 40 million.  Nigeria has the largest group, with 18 million.  They speak fulfulde. 

full hd
full HD full, anglicism by total, complete and HD are the acronym in English of High Definitive, 'high resolution'

fumfera
FUMFERA Czech surname that only have about 4 people in the world.  Rather it is a SPAM derived from FUMÍFERO,
which gives off or produces smoke. 

funcho marítimo
FUNCHO MARÍTIMO crithmum maritimum wild edible plant native to Portugal.  It measures up to 50 cms.  It is found in



the southern part of Europe.  Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be sea parsley, itsas mihilu 40,
euskera 41, , parsley of the island 40 , cádiz 41 , , funcho marínho , perrexil do mar 40 , portugal 41 , , fiuncho do mar ,
pirixel 40 , o prixel 41 , do mar 40 , galicia 41 , , prixel del mar , cenoyu de mar 40 , asturias

furrula
FURRULA in Asturias : third p .  of the pte .  from the verb FURRULAR/E]

gafotas
GAFOTAS augmentative of GAFAS, (optical) glasses Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be anteojos,
lentes, lenses

gaiteira
GAITEIRA Gaitera, in Galician, person who plays the bagpipes. 

galactocele
GALACTOCELE cystic dilation of a breast duct during lactation.  It is considered the most common breast lesion found
during this stage, although it occurs most frequently when milk is retained by stopping breastfeeding and begins to
accumulate in the breast.  It is treated with an ultrasound-guided needle puncture to drain the accumulated fatty
material. 

galdea
GALDEA in Basque means question 2 .  In Colombia .  Puerto Rico, Cuba: In basketball, galdeo is the action of placing
a player near an opponent to hinder his actions on the court.  Galdea is the third pers.  Sing.  delvores .  Ind.  of the verb
GALDEAR

galdear
GALDEAR In Colombia, Cuba and Puerto Rico : In basketball : block the opponent under the hoop

galen
GALEN English name of Claudius Galenus ( September 129 c .  216), a Greek philosopher and surgeon during the
Roman Empire.   Considered one of the most accomplished of all the medical researchers of antiquity, Galen influenced
the development of several disciplines, including anatomy, physiology, pathology, pharmacology, and neurology, as well
as philosophy and logic.  2 .  Galen, New York, a town in Wayne County, New York, United States 3 .  Galen, small
lunar impact crater. 4 .  Galen, fictional character in the science fiction television series Babylon 5 

galipo
GALIPO Spit, gargajo, salivazo.  It comes from French and was incorporated into Old Castilian as galipote (kind of pitch
or tar) derived from the French galipot (pitch), for the similarity between the consistency of a sputum and pitch. 

gallegada
GALICIAN .  s.  f .  Action, word or expression of the inhabitants of Galicia. 2 .  Modality of typical Galician folk dance. 3 .
 Music and songs that accompany this dance. 4 .  Crowd of Galicians. 

gallegadas
GALLEGADAS pl .  of GALLEGADA



gallinetas
GALLINETAS pl .  of REDFISH 1 . numida meleagris The common redfish or water cock ? It is a species of bird in the
Rallidae family.  2 .  Sebastes viviparous, fish belonging to the Family Sebastidae, popularly known as the Redfish.  It is
commonly found on the northern shores of the Atlantic Ocean.  Helicolenus dactylopterus is the common redfish, of the
family sebastidae, which inhabits the Mediterranean, of great consumption and also for sport fishing.  It has an
elongated body with a fairly marked caudal peduncle and truncated tail.  Its head is conical in shape, with a large mouth
that has no upper jaw, with small, fixed teeth.  The eyes are large and crowded.  It has about 72 to 80 small scales, on
the lateral line.  The annual number of eggs per pintada is from 160 to 180.  The redfish is a semi-fatty fish of very mild
flavor, has a white meat and is a good source of protein, highly recommended for the children's diet. 

gallos
ROOSTERS pl .  of GALLO, male of the hen.  In Chile : colloquially , synonym of type

galoniado
GALONIADO vulgarism by galoneado, which carries gallons.  Chief , authority

galos
GALOS pl .  of GALO, synonymous with French, by the ancient inhabitants of Gaul, territory where France is located
today. 

galponero
SHED that builds or cares for sheds

gamasina
GAMASINA [acari, order mesostigmata are predatory mites that constitute a cohort of approximately 6000 species

gamborimbo
GAMBORIMBO In Mexico : Small piece of excrement or toilet paper attached to the anus or hair in the anal area. 

gañipos
GAÑIPOS probably refers to GALIPOS an Andalusian typography, typical and representative.  2 .  Spit, gargajo,
salivazo.  It comes from French and was incorporated into Old Castilian as galipote (kind of pitch or tar) derived from the
French galipot (pitch), for the similarity between the consistency of a sputum and pitch. 

garabaltas
GARABALTAS Berta Olatte in her paper "Social representations in the relations between teachers and students. 
Building the possibility of re-thinking identities". includes a dialogue from a folktale between a patron and a pawn, John
the Fool, who believed everything he was told.  Then he brings it up thinking about the correlation that can be made with
respect to education and the way of teaching.  The pattern renames all things.  He is asking and rectifying.  The pants
are called GARABALTAS, the ESpadrilles CHIRIMIQUES, and so, with the intention of laughing at Juan, the water, the
fire, the cat, the dog and other common names receive ridiculous names. 

garantía de éxito
GUARANTEE OF SUCCESS 100% probability of achieving what is intended.  Depending on the context, the guarantee
does not promise that there will be 100 good initial results, but that customer satisfaction is compromised in the sense
that the problem raised is repaired at no cost. 



garbino
GARBINO See lebeche name that in the Spanish east is given to the wind that blows from the southwest.  It frequently
contains sand and dust in suspension, since it is from the Sahara desert. 

garbn
GARBN SPAM

garetear
GARETEAR 1 .  Going or moving aimlessly.  2 .  Carrying the current a boat It was at the garete more than two hours.  3
.  Figuratively, walking drunk.  Garetiar is also used. The storm cut the moorings and the yachts were left gareteando to
the garete

gargantinegra
GARGANTINEGRA Sick with diphtheria.   It is so said because the throat infection produces a pseudomembrane or
cover of gray to black color, hard and fibrous that can obstruct the airways.  In some cases, diphtheria infects the skin
first and produces skin lesions. 

garia
GARIA derived from hook; is an agricultural instrument with a series of tips and two sticks crossed, forming a grid, which
serves to take, load and enclose the straw.  2 .  In Basque it means wheat. 

garnitura
GARNITURA from the English garnish (verb from s . XIV and sust .  from 1596), and this from the Old French garnir,
which adopted it from the althochdeutsch warn?n/varnen, 'to draw attention, to warn'.  Final and edible decoration that is
made to a cake, a dish, a fountain, an ice cream, a dessert or a drink, in order to improve the presentation and,
sometimes, the flavor. 

gasmon
GASMON 1 Plant of the lily family, with erect, long, sword-shaped leaves, white flowers with a reddish line on each
petal.  2 .  Romance novel by David Ledesma, GASMON (More than friends).  Gaston and Simon, who are dealing with
two gay boys, but who initially don't know it.  3 .  Ski shop in the center of Madrid. 

gasolero
GASOLERO In Argentina : Said of a vehicle, machine or engine : that uses diesel as fuel; equipped with diesel engine. 2
.  Lunfardo : Person who goes through many businesses but buys few things or none.  3 Austere person.  4 lunfardo :
Person who continues to consume a good or service, even if he must sacrifice the quality of the product in question.  5 . 
Lunfardo : Said of one thing: typical of a gasolero, or whose cost is within your reach. 

gastar pólvora en gallinazos
SPEND GUNPOWDER ON CHICKENS Invest time or energy in something that is not worth it, that is useless or that is
not profitable.  Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be spend gunpowder on chimangos, spend
gunpowder on salvos, spend gunpowder on zamuros 40, venezuela 41, 

gastar una broma
PLAYING A JOKE to do something to someone with the sole desire to have fun and make fun of it



gastos
EXPENDITURE on economics: money used which does not constitute investment.  In physics : energy consumption or
input : hydraulic or energy expenditure

gateña
GATEÑA in Galician: applies to the low-rise plant.  2 .  Entrepreneurship published on facebook as GATEÑA jewelry "I
am a lover of aesthetics and accessories.  And I created Gateña to offer silver and steel jewelry.  .  .  Av.  Vélez
Sarsfield esq Pueyrredón , 5000 Córdoba , Argentina"

gatico
Cat diminutive CAT

gatilla
TRIGGER verbal form of third pers .  Sing.  from the verb TRIGGER, to shoot, to press the trigger of a weapon. 
Figuratively , provoke , generate . 

gauche divine
GAUCHE DIVINE French locution meaning divine left It was a movement of intellectuals, professionals and artists of the
left that emerged in Barcelona in the '60s and early '70s, mixed with members of the Catalan bourgeoisie and who met
in the nightclub "Bocaccio" of Barcelona, in a liberal and modern atmosphere, and in the surroundings of Tuset Street. 

gavilán de swainson
SWAINSON SPARROWHAWK WorldChange speciesLIGHT MORPHIC
ADULT123456789101112131415AccipitriformesAccipitridaeSwain's Gavilian The size of the red-tailed falcon, but larger
in size.  It is found in prairies and agricultural regions of the western United States and Canada and only in the warm
months.  It varies in color from quite pale with white belly to completely brown.  The clear shape is more common, it has
a brown band on the chest that contrasts with the white throat and belly.  In flight from below, notice the dark primaries
and secondaries that contrast with the whitish of the front wing in the light form.  It winters mostly in South America, in
small numbers in the Pacific lowlands of Mexico and Central America. 

gavilán langostero
GAVILÁN LANGOSTERO in Chile, Argentina and Bolivia we call it a harrier.  It is a species of bird in the Accipitridae
family native to America Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be busardo chapulinero , ? lobster
sparrowhawk, swainson sparrowhawk

gá
GA SPAM

gárgoris
According to legend, Gargoris, king of Tartessus, had sexual relations with his daughter, whose name has been lost. 
When she became pregnant, Gargoris ordered her to be locked up to embarrass her and ordered the murder of the
child, Habis.  But this, being preserved by fortune, managed to survive all calamities. 

geiner
GEINER Castellanization of GAINER , winner , gain derivative , gain , win



gelati
GELATI is the pl.  of GELATO in Italian and both denominations are used for the precursor of ice cream.  Italian recipe
containing between 3, 25 and 10% milk fat and 25 to 45% air (while industrial ice cream ranges from 100 to 120%).  To
this is added milk, cream and fruit purees, nuts, coffee, chocolate and other flavorings according to the taste you want to
give them. 

gelifracción
GELIFRACTION Gelifraction or cryoclastia is a process of necanic weathering consisting of the fracture of the rock as a
result of the presence of ice wedges in cracks and fissures.  When the water located in the hole freezes, it increases the
pressure of the material, opening the fissure more.  Both gelifraction and erosion are mechanical weathering processes,
unlike chemical and biological ones. 

gelosis
GELOSIS from the Latin gelare, freeze, and the suffix -osis, disease.  Freezing or coagulation state.  In phytopathology,
the pathological process characterized by the passage of colloids to the gel phase: it is a term first used by Schade, who
explains muscle rheumatism by colidochemical modifications. 

generación climática
CLIMATE GENERATION Climate generation or Greta generation, are the postmillennial generation, the first generation
that seriously cares about taking care of the planet, its flora and fauna permanently and decisively. 

genómico
GENÓMICO related or pertaining to the gene

geocntrica
GEOCNTRICA SPAM

geocntrica
GEOCNTRICA SPAM

geoestratégica
GEO STRATEGIC f .  of GEOSTRATÉGICO

geofonía
GEOPHONY non-biological sounds that occur naturally in a given habitat.  For example, hurricane wind, running from
the waters of a river.  In contrast, biophony deals with the sounds generated by living beings in their environment. 

geolde
GEOLDE derived from the Greek GUEIA, 'earth' and from EIDOS, 'form', 'appearance'; error by GEOIDE, body defined
by the equipotential surface of the Earth's gravity field.  It is an approximate model of the true shape of the Earth with its
flattening at the poles, as a consequence of the gravitational force applied to the differential masses that exist in the
direction of the vertical axis of the planet. 

geometria variable
VARIABLE GEOMETRY that can change its perimeter.  It is used for aircraft that alter their peripheral structure to



optimize their flight or to camouflage themselves.  An example is the F-14 Tomcat. 

geoparque
GEOPARK derived from the English geopark.  Territory that presents an important geological heritage, as well as other
sites of ecological, ethnographic, cultural, archaeological importance.  It is the cornerstone of a sustainable territorial
development policy based on education and tourism. 

georreferenciar
GEOREFERENCE locate (se) geographically by using a GPS satellite that delivers the geographical coordinates of
latitude and longitude with high accuracy. 

gerbilino
GERBILINO As we said yesterday: jerbilllo or JERBO It is used as a pet because it is very intelligent and friendly. 

gerbillo
GERBILLO subfamily of rodents of the family Muridae , Includes 16 genera and 103 species , ? distributed throughout
Africa and Asia, all adapted to arid environments.  They are used as pets. 

gerente de equipo
TEAM MANAGER Entrepreneur who invests capital in a sports team such as basketball, ice hockey, rugby or baseball. 

geronomia
GWRONOMIA SPAM

geronomía
GERONOMY Study of the conditions of adaptation of a place of rest or work, a machine, a vehicle, a bathroom, etc.  , to
the physical and psychological characteristics of the elderly and fourth ages. 

gerontocida
GERONTOCIDE From the Greek gerontos, 'old, old man'; that kills the elderly

gésimo
GÉSIMO suffix that forms an ordinal, which means the part or place .  For example , twentieth , place twenty , thirtieth ,
place thirty , nonagesimo , place ninety . 

ghetto blaster
GHETTO BLASTER in England, mainly: a portable radio-cassette that has built-in speakers, especially those that are
played at high volume in the streets and public places.  Derived from blast, a 'big explosion,' especially that derived from
a bomb. 

giallorossi
GIALLOROSSI pl . of GIALLOROSSO, YELLOW-RED, or red-and-yellow



gianduia
GIANDUIA chocolate paste containing about 30% hazelnut paste.  The name derives from Gianduia, a puppet and
carnival character representing the archetypal Piedmontese, Italian region in which hazelnut sweets are common.  2 .  In
Argentina: various businesses related to gelateria and chocolate manufacturing. 

giboso
GIBBOUS is a planet that looks partially illuminated. 2 .  that has giba or corcova. 

gigafactoría
GIGAFACTORY of GIGA, prefix that is equivalent to 10*9 i.e. 1 . 000 . 000 . 000, a giant number, and factory, from the
Latin facere, 'to do';  missions or business bases, usually enabled by colonizers in conquered lands.  A GIGAFACTORY
could be a great business center.  Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be the regime of the factory
prevented the existence of private economies by local Spaniards

gilear
GILEAR in Chile : v .  derived from GIL, goose, simpleton, stupid, which is easily fooled.  Doing nonsense, nonsense or
useless things.  In Peru: flirting, flirting a man to a woman. 

ginjol
GÍNJOL ziziphus Lotus , ziziphus ziziphus , ziziphus jujuba tree plant of the genus Ziziphus in the family Rhamnaceae . 
There are more than 40 species.  It is a tree native to South and East Asia (China) and is cultivated in other parts of the
world of tropical or temperate climate, such as Spain or the state of Cohauila in Mexico, for its edible fruit. 

gintónica
GINTONIC Drink or alcoholic beverage that is prepared by mixing gin with a tonic drink such as ginger ale. 

giovani alessandro gimenez cardona
Giovani alessandro gimenez cardona spam

giovanni
GIOVANNI Italian proper name, equivalent to Spanish Juan. 

giovany
GIOVANY Masculine given name, deformation of the Italian name Giovanni, equivalent to Juan in Spanish. 

girons
GIRONS fans of the football team Girondins de Bordeaux 2 .  Inhabitants of Saint-Giron, a commune in the Ariège
department in southwestern France. 

girvaga
GIRVAGA Tribe mentioned in THE PATHS OF DEATH, volume 2 of The Swords of the Hunter, of SALVARORE, R. To. 

gitana
GYPSY derives from Egyptian name assigned in Spain to those who came from northeastern India as a nomadic people



who arrived, among others, in Greece, England and Spain after centuries of migrations, having forgotten their origins
and believing to come from Egypt, the last place remembered. in the collective culture.  One of the original peoples of
northeastern India were the Gingars, others being synonymous.  They also speak Roma so they are also called Roma
or ROM.  In German it is called zigeuner and most Europeans have similar terms. 

gitanofobia
GYPSYPHOBIA Hatred or fear of gypsies. 

gínjol
GÍNJOL see GÍNJOL or JUJUBE, exotic fruit known as red date

glam
Glam glamour it comes from scottish, meaning magic spell Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be
glamour

glaucas
GLAJCAS f .  pl.  of GLAUCO, light green as sea water. 2 .  that has a sharp clarity or shine. 

glaucomatoso
GLAUCOMATOSO affected by glaucoma;

glóbulos blancos
WHITE BLOOD CELLS term derived from a blood sample once it has been centrifuged.  They are also called
leukocytes, from the Greek leukos, 'white' and kitos, 'bag'.  They are the blood cells that fight infections and foreign
bodies (antigens) being the executors of the immune response.  There are 5 types, know: 1 . 
GranulocytesNeutrophilsEosinophilsBasophils2 .  Agranulocytes MonocytesLymphocytesBy their lineage, the first 4
constitute the myeloid and the lymphoid formed by the T lymphocytes, B lymphocytes and the NK (Natural Killer). The
normal white blood cell count fluctuates between 4 and 11 x 10*9/l, and is usually expressed as 4000-11,000 white
blood cells per microliter of blood. In a healthy person, white blood cells make up 1% of the blood.  When there is
excess white blood cells it is called LEUKOCYTOSIS and when there is a lack it is called LEOCOPENIA. 

glóbulos blancos
WHITE BLOOD CELLS term derived from a blood sample once it has been centrifuged.  They are also called
leukocytes, from the Greek leukos, 'white' and kitos, 'bag'.  They are the blood cells that fight infections and foreign
bodies (antigens) being the executors of the immune response.  There are 5 types, know: 1 . 
GranulocytesNeutrophilsEosinophilsBasophils2 .  Agranulocytes MonocytesLymphocytesBy their lineage, the first 4
constitute the myeloid and the lymphoid formed by the T lymphocytes, B lymphocytes and the NK (Natural Killer). The
normal white blood cell count fluctuates between 4 and 11 x 10*9/l, and is usually expressed as 4000-11,000 white
blood cells per microliter of blood. In a healthy person, white blood cells make up 1% of the blood.  When there is
excess white blood cells it is called LEUKOCYTOSIS and when there is a lack it is called LEOCOPENIA. 

glufosinato
BROAD-spectrum HERBICIDE GLUFOSINATE, condensed formula C?H?? N? Or? P belonging to the group of
phosphanates.  It is a contact herbicide with some systemic action. ? GLA or glufosinate-ammonium is an
organophosphate herbicide that is used for weed control. 



gobiernista
GOVERNMENT IN FAVOR OF THE GOVERNMENT, THAT IS, THE PRESIDENT OR PRIME MINISTER AND HIS
CABINET: The government newspaper.  The antonym is opposition. 

goiero
GOIERO error by GOALKEEPER player who plays the bow in a football, hockey or similar team. 

goleiro
GOLEIRO goalkeeper (mainly soccer), the only player who can tackle and use his hands, in addition to his feet, to
touch, stop and move the ball. 

goleiro goleira
GOLEIRO GOLEIRA see GOLEIRO

golpe blando
WHITE COUP use of a set of non-frontal and mainly non-violent techniques of a conspiratorial nature, in order to
destabilize a government and cause its downfall, without it seeming that it has been a consequence of the action of
another power. 

gon
GON Gon Freecss (Gon Fur?kusu) is the main protagonist of the manga and anime series Hunter × Hunter.  He is in
search of his father, the famous hunter Ging Freecss

gonogambimba
GONOGAMBIMBA error by GONOGARBIMBA .  in Colombia: a GARBIMBA is a person of low ilk, despicable, of bad
habits.  Ungainly, poorly dressed, bad person.   The prefix GONO- means angle then adds the condition of chueco or
crooked

gordario
GORDARIO according to the dictionary of the RAE ( 1758 ) The thickness and body of a thing, fat

gordonsa
GORDONSA error by GORDONZA , surname

gozador
GOZADOR that enjoys (with something) .  Who is addicted to pleasures (from food, drink or sexual) 

grace
GRACE in religion: grace, in English.  that is in a state of grace: by the grace of God (which, curiously, in English is said
"for God's sake").  It involves a gratuitous benevolence on God's part that is bestowed through his Son.   Jesus Christ.  2
.  Set of qualities that make the person or thing that has them pleasant: your pet has a lot of grace

gradualista
GRADUALIST in geology and natural sciences: who supports the theory of gradualism which, contrary to catastrophism,



holds that profound changes are the result of the accumulated product of slow but continuous processes. 

gran cantidad
LARGE QUANTITY in large numbers

gran final
GRAND FINAL match that defines the champion of some sport. 

granjeros
FARMERS pl .  of FARMER

granujear
DO things typical of a rogue, scoundrel, pillage, commit petty crimes

granulaje
GRANULATION statistical distribution of the size of the elements that make up a sample of fractionated solid material or
a multiphase liquid. 

grasa modismo
FAT IDIOM personal redundant or inefficient.  It can also refer to unprofitable parts of a company. 

grasa térmica
THERMAL FAT A substance that increases heat conduction between the surfaces of two or more objects that may be
irregular and not have full contact. 

gráfico de pastel
PASTEL CHART drawing a circumference with sectors of different colors and sizes according to the percentage of the
total cake.  For example, an immigration chart will have a sector of Peruvians, another of Venezuelans, another of
Haitians, another of Bolivians, and another of "others."  Each sector will have a color and description with the percentage
of the total

grid girl
GRID GIRL for the second time I define this expression so I will be brief.  GRID is grid in English and GRID GIRL is a
promoter model that appears on the grids of the teams at the beginning and end of motorized races, particularly F1 and
motorcycle world championships. 

grillúo
GRILLÚO in Maracaibo, Venezuela : fantoche type , braggart .  Who continually presumes to have something new or
trendy. 

grinografia
GRINOGRAPHY error by CRINOGRAPHY Detailed and very thorough description of even the smallest details of an
object.  It is what in painting is called hyperrealism. 



grune
GRUNE from the German GRUNE, 'green' term seen today in some organic or vegan products, such as GRUNE
LEBEN, 'living green' 2 .  The Greens, or GRUNE, is a German political party founded in 1980. 

guachapele de guayaquil
GUACHAPELE DE GUAYAQUIL Pseudosamanea guachapele, the guachapelí is a tree from Ecuador, Costa Rica and
Venezuela.  It belongs to the mimosaceae family, subfamily of legumes, order of the fanales, and resembles the acacia. 
Because it is made of strong and hard wood, it is used to build boats. 

guachupa
GUACHUPA wachupa , From the Quechua wachupi, bastardera, single woman who gives only illegitimate children. 

guadales
GUADALES possible error by GUADALEST is a Spanish municipality of the Valencian Community, located in the
interior of the province of Alicante.  It has a population of 209 inhabitants (2018). 

guadarrama
GUADARRAMA from the Latin 'aquae dirrama'.  The hydronym became the oronym of the Sierra de Madrid.  Another
interpretation thinks that the Muslims heard the line of summits of the Long Rope called Guadarrama, today called Bola
del Mundo, and will assimilate it to the Arabic Wad al-Rámal, 'river of the sand' and will assign it to two of the rivers that
are born of the mountain system alluded to Locality and Spanish municipality located in the northwestern part of the
Community of Madrid,   50, 5 kms from the capital of Spain.  It has about 20. 000 inhabitants . 

guadiana
GUADIANA fourth river in Spain in length and flow.  Its name is of Arabic origin.  Wadi is a river in Arabic. "Como el
GUADIANA" is a Spanish expression to say that something happens sporadically, that it appears and disappears. 

guajinicuil
GUAJINICUIL in Mexico : From the Nahuatl cuauhxonecuilli 'crooked foot tree', since curiously the pod presents a twist
at one end.  Tree and fruit that occurs in Tabasco, Chiapas, Guerrero, Michoacán, Morelos, Oaxaca and Puebla. 

gualca
GUALCA IN Colombia and Ecuador : Hualca, necklace of the indigenous women, especially if they are made of stones
or chaquiras

guama
GUAMA in Mexico : JINICUIL, plant and fruit of the fabáceas

guamo
GUAMO See BITZE

guanaja
GUANAJA remote island of Honduras with a protected jungle, beaches, coral reefs with diving and snorkeling.  It
belongs to the department of Bay Islands.  You can visit the plaque commemorating the landing of Christopher
Columbus to the island, white sand beaches, mountains of Pelican area. 



guapillo
GUAPILLO diminutive of HANDSOME, attractive and well-dressed person.  In disuse. 

guarará
GUARARÁ city and municipality of the state of Minas Gerais .  It has an approximate population of 4000 inhabitants,
whose name is guararenses. 

guarda-tiempo
GUARDA-TIEMPO is the owner of the meteorological report of Guarda, city of Portugal. 

guardametas
GOALKEEPERS goalkeeper of football or other sport where a player designated as such must defend a fence or bow. 

guardapalos
GOALKEEPER , goalkeeper , guardavallas .  Football player who plays bow. 

guardar cambio
SAVE CHANGE have only one meaning.  Not saving change means that it is independent of the spin and that it works
interchangeably in both directions. 

guardar como oro en paño
KEEP AS GOLD IN CLOTH we say that something is kept "like gold in cloth" when we want to imply "the appreciation
that is made of a thing for the care you have with it" Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be with the
greatest possible care, with great delicacy

guardavallas
GUARDAVALLAS in football : goalkeeper , goalkeepers , goalkeeper; the only player who can tackle or touch the ball
with his hands inside the court. 

guatuse
GUATUSE OR CUATUSA rodent of the family Dasyproctidae .  It measures between 42 and 62 cm and weighs from 2
to 3 kg.  Her hair is reddish brown. 

guaymeo
GUAYMEO deformation of Guayameo, one of the 297 localities of the municipality of Zirándaro, Guerrero, in Mexico.  Its
name etymologically means "In the Valley", but the inhabitants assure that its name means "Place of the serpent of the
seven heads" and, another theory assures that Guayameo comes from "Huayameo", word of the Nahuatl language,
which means: "To know how to work according to the movements of the moon". 

guchuva
GUCHUVA see UCHUVA

guchuvo
GUCHUVO surname used in Colombia, without a specific meaning.  In 2022, 97 people with this surname are



registered. 

guiadoras
GUIDES f .  pl.  of GUIDE, who guides or directs (people or objects, such as communities or guided rockets) 

guijea
Guide error by Guinea

guijonés
GUIJONÉS gentilicio of the inhabitants of Guijón, Asturias . 

guild
GUILD word of Dutch origin that is used to designate a guild of artisans or merchants, who in their time had
considerable power.  In ecology: a group of species that have similar needs and play a similar role within a community. 
See GUILDA

guilda
GUILDA of the former Dutch 'guilde'; a corporation of merchants or merchants; a common form of association of the
Late Middle Ages. 

guillete
GUILLETE brand of razor blade that, due to its popularity, became universally used for any brand of sheet and was
accepted in the dictionary of the RAE. 

guinchn
GUINCHN SPAM

guindera
GUINDERA 1 .  Person who grows and collects cherries from the cherry or cherry tree 2 .  Guindo 3 .  In La Rioja ,
Spain : swing . 

guionar
SCRIPT in Argentina and Uruguay : Make a written script in which briefly and orderly some ideas or things are written
down in order to serve as a guide; make text in which the content of a film or a radio or television program is exposed,
with the details necessary for its realization. 

gujararí
GUAJARÍ native of La Guajira, guajiro.  Name of the Taguato Ruvichá artisan workshop in Los Teques, Miranda,
Venezuela and that sells handicrafts through facebook.  The Guajiros are an Amerindian people who inhabit the
peninsula of La Guajira, northwest of Venezuela. 

gulando
GLUTTONY using the throat.  Overdoing food and drink



gulungiaban
GULUNGIABAN verbal form of the verb GULUNGIAR derived from the oropendola, also called GULUNGO, bird of great
size with pointed wings and long tails.  They are birds closely linked to forests or open fields, so the verb should say
relationship with walking through the countryside or the forest. 

gumívoro
GUMIVORE that eats gum.  However, I think this is a mistake by FUMÍVORO

gungias
GUNGIAS error by GUNFIAS term used by Cortázar in chapter 68 of Rayuela : " .  .  .  almost cruel carinias that
ordopenaban them to the limit of the gunfias"

gurdwara
GURDWARA religious center of the Siij religion where parishioners gather to carry out religious, community, study
activities, such as langary others.  Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be Siij mosque

gusano del cerdo
PIG WORM the scientific name is Trichinella spiralis, and is a species of nematode (or nematode) of the class
Adenophorea that produces a disease known as trichinellosis, trichinosis or trichinhiasis.  It encapsulates inside the
muscles producing great pain causing death if left untreated.  For this reason and because there was no cure in ancient
times, the Jewish and Muslim religions prohibited the consumption of pork, giving religious arguments to provoke fear of
sinning. 

gusanos de los palos
WORMS OF THE STICKS see XAMUES

guy
GUY Rooster , type

güegüense
GÜEGÜENSE of the Nahuatl wewentsé, 'venerable old man' synthesis of Spanish and indigenous cultures that
combines theater, dance and music.  It is considered one of the most distinctive expressions of the colonial era of Latin
America and is the first theatrical expression of Nicaraguan literature, and possibly of Latin America, as the first texts
were composed in the early eighteenth century. 

güisquiprogre
GÜISQUIPROGRE contraction of fonetized whiskey and progressive apheresis; you can be a whiskey-loving
progressive or a whiskey of taste and preference of progressives. 

habemos
WE HAVE Pres.  Indicative , 1a pers .  pl.  of the verb HABER

haberes habidos
HABERES HABERS HABER is the money or patrimony there is the part .  Past the verb to have, ergo it is about the
wealth had in a past moment



habilidad dura
HARD SKILL Theoretical and practical knowledge on a subject, as opposed to SOFT SKILL, which says relationship
with leadership capacity, sociability, empathy and other personal conditions. 

había levantado anclas
HAD RAISED ANCHORS great ignorance of sailing : see LIFT ANCHORS and LIFT ANCHORS

hablar a la pared
TALK ( LE ) TO THE WALL expression that means that there is no point in talking because it is not or will not be heard:
it is like talking to the wall. 

hablar demás
TALK OTHER grammatical error for TALKING ABOUT MORE; Saying inconvenient things: being indiscreet,
exaggerated, or missing the truth. 

hablóle
SPOKE to him reflective form of the indefinite past tense of the verb to speak; He told her

hace mucho tiempo
A LONG TIME ago an indeterminate amount of time, considered to be extensive and difficult to pin down exactly. 

hacer bondad
DO KINDNESS Do good

hacer del uno
MAKE THE ONE Urinate, urinary, piss.  TO MAKE THE TWO is to defecate, to shit.  TO DO THE THREE is to
masturbate. 

hacer el cuatro
DO THE FOURTH practical way to determine the alcoholic state of a person when the respective inhaler device is not
available.  The number four must be formed with a straight leg and the other bent at an angle of 90° and remain stable
without holding on to anything

hacer la declaración de la renta
MAKE THE INCOME STATEMENT declare by digital form the income obtained in the previous tax year and pay the
taxes on the corresponding earnings when appropriate, or request the refund when the amounts are less than the total
of the monthly withholdings paid. 

hacer prisionero
TAKE PRISONER, usually in a conflict of a military nature or in games and exercises. 

hacer un frío que pela
MAKE A COLD THAT PEELS make it so cold that it freezes



hacer una liga con alguien
MAKE A LEAGUE WITH SOMEONE flirt, hook, conquer

hacerse el cucho
MAKE THE CUCHO disengage.  It is said especially when someone makes a muddy and gives them naïve and
innocent. 

hacerse en los pantalones
GET IN YOUR PANTS Literally,.  Figuratively, cowering, not daring, acting timidly. 

hacérselo encima
DO IT ON do (something to someone) in addition to what is already known, above all.  Some synonyms, words or
similar expressions can be 40, do it 41, more above, above all

hackers
HACKERS pl .  by HACKER

halconcito colorado
HALCONCITO COLORADO Falco sparverius, species of bird in the Falconidae family.  It inhabits much of the
Americas, from Canada to Tierra del Fuego.  It inhabits almost all of Mexico They are of terrestrial habitat.  Some
synonyms, words or similar expressions may be American Kestrel, Red Falcon, Cuyaya, Common Falcon, Chilico, ?

hall
English HALL, hall, hallway, hall.  It is pronounced hol , and the English spelling remains .  It is called hall, lobby or hall
to the piece of the house located next to the entrance and that gives access to the rest of the rooms of the house,
apartment or hotel Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be hall, lobby, reception 40, of a hotel or
residential 41 , 

halloweenesco
HALLOWEENESCO in the style of halloween party, or Halloween

hallowen
HALLOWEN error by HALLOWEEN, Halloween or Hallowe'en (contraction of All Hallows' evening; literally in Spanish,
'All Saints' Eve'

hamletiano
HAMLETIAN relative to or belonging to the play Hamlet, by W.  Shakespeare

hangarillo
HANGARILLO di . inutive hangar, shed to store aircraft and perform maintenance. 

hangarilloso
HANGARILLOSO similar to a HANGARILLA, rescue stretcher 2 .  which is to be carried in hangarillas. 



hargor
HARGOR character from an anime who is called, actually, Hargore Alice and who has two ways of exhibiting himself. 
One as a human whose real name is Aki Hakoda and who is one of the main protagonists of Magical Girl Raising
Project where she wears short hair with pig tails, black eyes, school dress.  How Magical Girl wears long black hair
curled, with a black strap, which has small gray pieces attached.  Gray eyes with a grey circle around them.  She wears
an Alice in Wonderland style dress.  Black shoes and socks. 

hariades
HARIADES surname Beate Kiechle (Hariades) studied instrumental and singing pedagogy at the Mozarteum in
Salzburg and finished 2001 with his diploma. 

harvester
HARVESTER harvest is harvest in English, HARVESTER is the or the harvester, person or machine. It is generally a
heavy forestry vehicle used in custom-cut logging operations, for felling, felling and cutting trees. 

hasídico
HASÍDICO relative to the HASIDIM or its culture.  Hasidics are Orthodox Jews with a very particular philosophy of life
and mystical interpretation. 

hasta el cuello
UP TO THE NECK phrase that says to be drowning: to be up to the neck or to be with the shit up to the neck, that is,
about to drown. 

hasta la picha
UP TO THE PICHA (to be) to the masses, to the neck, deeply submerged.  Picha is synonymous with penis. 

hasta la vista baby en ingles
HASTA LA VISTA BABY EN INGLÉS so long , baby! o See you ( soon , later ) , baby!

hasta pronto
SEE YOU SOON farewell

hat trick
HAT TRICK English expression that literally means 'hat trick' but is used in football for the occasion when a player
scores three goals in the same match.  If 4 goals are scored it is called poker and 5 is called repoker.  2 .  Hattrick, all
together, is a Swedish jvideouego, created by Bjorn Holmer in 1997, in which the player manages a football club. 

hay señor
OH SIR! exclamation of resignation when one learns of something negative: Oh, Lord, give me your strength! Lord is
referred to God, and not to the person with whom one converses.  The ¡ay! is an interjection of complaint and is not a
verb form of the verb haber

hazaera
HAZAERA See HAZERA



hazera
HAZERA Company belonging to the Limagrain group, based in France, formed by farmers and providing agricultural
seeds, vegetable seeds and cereal products.  It is the fourth seed company in the world.  It is present in 130 markets,
with 1600 products, and 900 employees. 

headhunter
HEADHUNTER anglicism meaning 'headhunter' Person who is dedicated to finding outstanding professionals for
companies looking for the best in the market. 

hebráico
HEBRIAN relative to or belonging to the Hebrew people, to the Hebrew culture, to the Hebrew religion. 

hecho gravado
RECORDED EVENT error by RECORDED EVENT event or event that was recorded by one or more film cameras. 

hediondilla
DEROGATORY HEDIONDILLA by HEDIONDA

hegemonizar
HEGEMONIZE acquire and manage the total (of a territory, of a market, etc.  ) 

heleria
HELERIA neologiamo or barbarism by ICE CREAM .  2 .  Surname with no known meaning. 

heliotrope
HELIOTROPE spelling error by HELIOTROPE

heliotropo
HELIOTROPE a genus of herbaceous plants of the family Boraginaceae with about 150 accepted species.  Almost 500
remain unsolved taxonomically. ? Several of them are popular garden plants, the most notable being Heliotropium
arborescens. 

hematológico
HEMATIC in medicine: from the Greek 'haematikos', relative or proper to the blood; relative to blood : blood count

henri
HENRI proper name m .  of French origin, equivalent to the Spanish Enrique. 

hepafol
HEPAFOL from the prefix HEPA, which means 'liver', HEPAFOL is a drug that provides iron and is indicated in the
prevention and treatment of iron deficiency anemia.  It is prescribed in pregnancy for the prevention and treatment of
iron deficiency and to provide a maintenance dose of vitamin B12. 



hernandez
HERNANDEZ , error by Hernández , son of Hernando

hertzianas
HERTZIANAS usually refers to electromagnetic waves, in honor of Heinrich Rudolf Hertz (1857-1894), a German
physicist who pioneered the existence of electromagnetic radiation. 

heteorologia
HETEREOLOGY: In ethics: Tendency to consider others as very different from oneself, in every way.   2 .  In sociology:
to remain internalized and excluded, despised and denied in individual subjectivities and on the margins of social sets. 
3 . HETEROLOGIST In genetics: Refers to those genes that have different origin and function.   In molecular biology,
HYBRIDIZATION, the association of two complementary nucleic acid strands to form a DNA-DNA double strand, or
RNA-RNA or one of DNA and one of RNA. 

heterocisnormativa
HETEROCISNORMATIVE in Chile a sisnormative refers to the Disability and Survival Insurance.  in Peru it is with
respect to the Comprehensive Health Insurance.  The prefix Cis- means from the side of here, as in cisalpine or
cisandino, as opposed to transa sino or transalpine, so it is understood as internal regulations of a service.  The hetero
prefix means different, other, unequal and can refer to different services, sexes, situations, etc. 

heteropatriarcal
HETEROPATRIARCHAL that refuses to alter the classic concept of sexual relationship and gender norms between men
and women.  It puts anything feminine in second place.  Do you promote an idea of masculinity over femininity? of a
hostile nature. 

hidrofita
HYDROPHYTE error by HYDROPHYTE

hidrografa
HIXROGRAFA SpAM

hidrolasa
HYDROLYSE hydrolytic enzyme.  By definition all chemical compounds whose terms end in -loop are catalysts that help
in processes but end up not combining.  Hydrolases catalyze hydrolysis reactions.  They are enzymes that break down
molecules of high molecular weight, causing them to react with water molecules.  With this method they break peptide
bonds, esters or glycosidics, particularly during the digestive process. 

hidromntica
GIDROMNTICA SPAM

hidronave
GIDRONAVE plane that can moor

hidrotérmica
HYDROTHERMAL f .  In energy generation: which is obtained by lowering the temperature of a body, from a cold spring



and a hot one.   Hydrothermal power plants use hot water from the sea surface and cold water from the bottom.  As the
surface water is not hot enough, style chloride, of low boiling temperature, is used to vaporize it, and with it drive a
turboalternator, as is the case with thermoelectric power plants. 

hidrófita
HYDROPHYTE from the Greek hygros, 'wet, water', and phyton, 'vegetable'.  It is said of aquatic plants, adapted to very
humid or aquatic environments. 

hierba salada
SALTED HERB maritime spartina or rumex oily It is the synonym of salicornia, a plant native to the United States and
Europe, a brackish-tasting herb that is used in industry for its high salt content, for example in the manufacture of soap
and shampu and in the production of soda (especially calcium carbonate,   CaCO3) from its ashes to make glass.  
Medicinally it is used for its high level of iodine and magnesium. 

hierbabuena de menta
MINT MINT Mentha spicata, is a species of the genus Mentha, an aromatic herb widely used in gastronomy and
perfumery for its intense and fresh aroma. 

higiene de sueño
SLEEP HYGIENE practices that allow to ensure a more rested and effective sleep that promotes the state of daytime
alertness and helps to avoid sleep disorders such as insomnia, parasomnia and other alterations. 

higrotérmica
HYGROTHERMIC see HYGROTHERMIC

higuerenos
HIGUERENOS in Spain : pl.  of HIGUERENO , error by HIGUEREÑO , gentilicio of Higuera de Calatrava , village of
about 700 inhabitants to 48 kms .  from Jaén , Spain .  2 .  Gentilicio de Higuera de la Sierra, locality located in Huelva,
Andalusia with 1326 Habs in 2021 .  3 .  Gentilicio of the inhabitants of Higuera de Albalat, of Higuera de Las Dueñas
and also of the town of Higueras, all in Spain.  4 .  In Bolivia : Gentilicio of the 119 inhabitants of La Higuera , in Pucará ,
province of Vallegrande , department of Santa Cruz . 

higuereño
HIGUEREÑO , gentilicio of Higuera de Calatrava , village of about 700 inhabitants to 48 kms .  from Jaén , Spain .  2 . 
Gentilicio de Higuera de la Sierra, locality located in Huelva, Andalusia with 1326 Habs in 2021 .  3 .  Gentilicio of the
inhabitants of Higuera de Albalat, of Higuera de Las Dueñas and also of the town of Higueras, all in Spain.  4 .  In Bolivia
: Gentilicio of the 119 inhabitants of La Higuera , in Pucará , province of Vallegrande , department of Santa Cruz . 

higúmeno
A higumen or hegumen (from the Greek hìghóumenos, surely from hìghêisthai, 'guide'), is a monastic layman or cleric
who has been chosen as a leader by the monastery community.  At present he is the abbot although today many abbots
are part of the clergy.  Some synonyms, words, or similar expressions may be hegumenous

hijab
HIJAB veil covering the head and chest of Muslim women



hijo de la fregada
EL HIJO DE LA FREGADA song by Los capos de México (2019) that appears on the album Contrabando en el chile. 

hijo del rigor
SON OF RIGOR person who has had a hard past and who has managed to get ahead through rigorous and sustained
effort. 

hijuepucha
HIJUEPUCHA softer variant of the expression and interjection HIJUEPUTA, contraction of SON OF BITCH. 

hijuepuerca o hijuepucha
HIJUEPUERCA or HIJUEPUCHA vulgarism, see HIJUEPUERCA , HIJUEPUCHA, SON-OF-A-BITCH , SON OF A
BITCH

hilanchento
HILANCHENTO error by HILACHENTO , which has many threads : hilachentos jeans

himno grabado
ANTHEM RECORDED formerly an orfeón played the national anthems.  Today it is a stereophonic recording of high
quality that in no way detracts from the previous one, except that sometimes errors occur and the one of another country
is played or they can not find it delaying the ceremony, or they start or end at the wrong point.  But hey, it has been
automating and with digital files almost does not happen more

hiperacumulación
HYPERACCUMULATION Abnormally large concentration (of people or something) 

hipercatólico
HYPER-CATHOLIC person very observant of Catholicism. 

hipercomunicado
HYPERCOMMUNICADO a prominent announcement, of great importance

hiperconectada
HYPERCONNECTED f .  of HYPERCONNECTED

hiperconectado
HYPERCONNECTED 1 .  To be, as an individual, organism or company, digitally connected through multiple devices
(such as smartphone, tablet, console, computer, TV), digital networks, digital platforms (such as tweeter, facebook,
Youtube), browsers (such as Google, Firefox), cyberspace and communication satellites, and millions of apps that cover
all human activity and need, as well as having all technological equipment connected 2.  That all human beings on the
planet are connected to each other 3 .  That all technological equipment is accessible and connected, in addition, to
each other through telecommunication networks. 

hiperendemia



HYPERENDEMIA ENDEMIA in which the percentage of the affected population is in the range of 50% to 75% 

hiperexplícita
HYPER-EXPLICIT f .  of HYPEREXLICITE

hiperideologismo
HYPERIDEOLOGISM Ideologism Exacerbated, extremist.  Doctrine based on theoretical ideals, without any
consideration of the present or future reality in which one lives. 

hipermaquillada
HYPERMAKE THAT IS TOO PRODUCED, WITH A LOT OF MAKEUP ON THE FACE.  Action of putting on too much
makeup: I will go to the hair for a HYPERMAKEFUL OF infarction. 

hipermedia
HYPERMEDIA element that integrates information of all possible formats: text in any of its forms, static images
(photographs, graphics and illustrations), moving images (video, filming and animations) and audio (music and sound). 

hiperpresidencialismo
HYPER-PRESIDENTIALISM system of government in which it gives the largest share of power to the Executive Branch,
over the authority of Parliament. 

hiperregalada
HYPER GIFT f .  of HYPERREGALADO , which has received an enormity of gifts

hiperregalado
EXTREMELY CHEAP HYPER-GIFT

hiperrico
HYPER-RICH person who is within the richest 2% of a population, or the world

hipersintética
HYPERSYNTHETICS that has (very little) nothing natural, but is derived from the handling of materials, usually derived
from petroleum. 

hipertecnologia
HYPERTECHNOLOGY from the Greek hyper, 'over, above' prefix meaning very, extremely, superior to the norm.  Even
greater than the prefix super .  For example, a hypermarket is larger than a supermarket; refers to an excessive amount
of technology or an excessively technological medium. 

hiperventilado
HYPERVENTILATED superoxygenated.  Excess oxygen due to excess anxiety or intense exercise.  It can also occur
from some underlying disease.  It can be compensated by increasing the level of CO² by pursing the lips or pressing on
a lobe of the nose when breathing. 



hipnotista
Hypnotizing HYPNOTIST, a person who hypnotizes and causes loss of consciousness by entering another person's
hypnotic or trance state. 

hipoendemia
HYPOENDEMIA ENDEMIA in which the percentage of the affected population does not reach 10%

hipospenia
HYPOSPENIA Acquired malfunction of the spleen

hipoteca
MORTGAGE lower leaflet of the diatoms, which is complemented by the EPITECA, or upper leaflet.  See FRÚSTULA

hipoteca basura
JUNK MORTGAGE guarantee document that does not allow to recover the credit, or only a small part, in case of
non-payment. 

hipsipila
HIPSIPILA tais hipsipila, without accent, is an alpine butterfly that constitutes a pest. HIPSIPALA, with an accent, was
the queen of the island of Lemnos, close to Turkey, whose women killed all men for their sexual involvement with
Thracian women.  HIPSIPILA saved his father by stuffing him into a wooden chest and throwing him into the sea.  A
short time later Jason and the Argonauts arrived on the island looking for the Golden Fleece.  Hypsipila became
involved with Jason from whom he had a son Continuing his journey, Jason promised him eternal fidelity, but betrayed
her and never returned as he married Medea, daughter of the king of Colchis.  The others learned of the rescue and the
queen had to flee.  Pirates sold her as a slave, becoming an aya of Lycurgus' son. 

hispanoamérica
LATIN AMERICA refers to the part of the American continent in which Spanish is spoken, that is, from Mexico in the
north, to Chile in the south, except Belize and Brazil.  Latin America includes Brazil. 

hisplienitis
HISPLIENITIS inflammation of the spleen

histopatología
HISTOPATHOLOGY of the Greek tastes or histion, 'living tissue' and pathology, 'disease'; science that studied
tissue-related diseases. 

hizo su agosto
MADE YOUR AUGUST was filled with silver or other benefit

hoacin
HOACIN (Opisthocomus do), The word Opisthocomus comes from the Greek opisthe, "behind" and komes, "hair", .
opisthomiform bird, the only representative of the genus Opisthocomus and the family Opisthocomidae.  It is a peculiar
tropical bird that inhabits the swampy areas that surround the Amazon and Orinoco rivers, in South America.  Some
synonyms, words or similar expressions may be hoacin, hoatzin, chenchena 40, in the plains 41, , pava serere 40 , in



bolivia 41 , , shansho 40 , in peru 41 , , guacharaca de agua 40 , in venezuela 41 , , pava hedionda 40 , in colombia 41 , 

hoatcín
HOATCÍN error by HOACIN or E]HOATZIN ( Opisthocomus hoazin ) , species of opistocomiforme bird, only
representative of the genus Opisthocomus and of the family Opisthocomidae .  No subspecies are known

hoba
HOBA's largest one-piece meteorite was discovered shortly before 1920 at the Hoba West farm in northern Namibia. 
Known as 'Hoba meteorite', this im block is an iron-nickel alloy with a rectangular peform of 3 x 3 x 1 meters and a
weight that exceeds 61. 000 kilos .  It was described shortly after its discovery by scientist Jacobus Hermanus Brits,
whose original 1920 report can be seen at the Grootfontein Museum in Namibia, South Africa. 

hogura
SPAM HOGURA FOR SLACK OR BONFIRE

hola cm esta
Hello cm is spam

holgabame
HOLGABANE spelling error by HOLGABANE pronominal form of ME HOLGABA, I was loose.   See HOLGAR

holguín vargas hitson flequin
HOLGUÍN VARGAS GITSON FLEQUÍN SPAM

holoendemia
HOLOENDEMIA endemic in which the number of affected population is greater than 75%. 

homitologia
HOMITOLOGY does not exist; it could be that you are asking about HOMOLOGY, which is the comparative study of
living beings, very important in the analysis of the evolution of species.  Or, it could be MYTHOLOGY, study of the
beliefs of the different peoples of antiquity and the current primitives.  Finally, it could be OMITTING, a technique used
by politicians and lawyers essentially, and which consists of avoiding answers by answering something else, or omitting
certain information in front of the police, the courts or another public. 

homografos
HOMOGRAFOS barbarismo por HOMÓGRAFOS pl .  of HOMOGRAPH, terms that are pronounced and written exactly
the same, but that have a different meaning and etymology.  Bank is a HOMOGRAPH because one meaning is a
financial institution and another is a piece of furniture to sit on.  Complementarily there are the HOMOPHONES, which
are the ones that sound the same but mean different things: Go with the berry mare that jumped the fence.  The set of
both groups are the HOMONYMS. 

homonuclear
HOMONUCLEAR from the Greek homo, 'equal', as in homokinetics and homogeneous; Molecules or species whose
structure is composed of only one element.  They can consist of several atoms, depending on the properties of the
element, and some of these may possess several allotropes.



homoparentales
HOMOPARENTAL PL .  of HOMOPARENTAL

hongo guarín
GUARÍN MUSHROOM [boletus appendiculatus, Butyriboletus regius or Boletus regius edible mushroom part of Mexican
gastronomy. 

hongo iztatnanacatl
IZTATNANACATL MUSHROOM see IZTATNANACATL

hongo macho
MALE FUNGUS IN MEXICO: The pochote (Ceiba aesculifolia subsp parvifolia) is a wild tree species whose seeds are
consumed and marketed by the communities of the Tehuacán Valley, Puebla.  But this activity has been reduced due to
the presence of trees with flower proliferation, rot and fruit deformation, which are recognized as male pochotes.  The
cause would be the dsporas of a reddish-brown fungus, which probably call it a male fungus. 

horca de cebolla
ONION GALLOWS necklace formed by a string or rope of the stems of onions or garlic, armed with two branches that
are joined by one of its ends. 

hormiga culona
CULONA ANT Atta laevigatta, hymenoptera of the family of formicids.  It is one of the most common leafcutter ants. 
They are named for possessing a large, smooth, shiny head and a butt that is also large.  They have an impressive
ability to constitute themselves as a superorgan, associate to think and act as a single individual, particularly when they
are mature and more experienced and engaged in leaf cutting.  They build anthills up to 5 meters deep and cover large
areas spanning square kilometers.  When the queen ant, larger than the rest (up to 2, 5 cm), mates with an alpha male
who has half the genes does so in a nuptial flight, and can give rise to a new anthill in its eagerness to maintain and
expand the species.  Ant colonies are a potent force that forages and moves as a single animal.  They are so connected
that they behave like an autonomous being; a super organism, which specializes in performing specific tasks.  . 

hormiga santandereana
SANTANDEREANA ANT Atta laevigatta, hymenoptera of the family of formicids.  It is one of the most common
leafcutter ants.  They are commonly known as culon ants for their possessing a large, smooth, shiny head and a butt
that is also large.  They have an impressive capacity to constitute themselves in a superorganism, to associate to think
and act as a single individual, particularly when they are mature and more experienced and are dedicated to cutting
leaves.  They build anthills 5 meters deep and cover large areas covering square kilometers.  When the queen ant,
larger than the rest (up to 2, 5 cms), mates with an alpha male who has half the genes does so in a nuptial flight, and
can give rise to a new anthill in its eagerness to maintain and expand the species Some synonyms, words or similar
expressions can be ant culona 40 ,  Colombia 41 , , Zompopo de Mayo 40 , Argentina , Ecuador 41 , , Akango 40 ,
Venezuela 41 , , Chicatana 40 , Paraguay 41 , , Cepe culón 40 , Mexico 41 , 

hormonas
HORMONES of the ancient Greek 'hormos', exciting, stimulating; SEE HORMONE

hormonear
HORMONE INJECT HORMONES (to transsexuals) 



horribilis
HORRIBILIS Latin for horrible .  The Latin expression annus HORRIBILIS is used to refer to a year that has not been
good. 

horribilísimo
HORRIBLÍSIMO augmentative of horrible; most gorrible, absolutely horrible Some synonyms, words or similar
expressions can be terriblísimo, espantoso, extremely terrible

hortalizas
VEGETABLES plants grown in orchards to be used as food.  They make up vegetables and legumes. 

hostel
HOSTEL 1 .  anglicism by HOSTAL , site where you share room and bathroom 2 .  Hostel is a 2005 American gore
horror film written, produced and directed by Eli Roth.

hu
HU Repeated three times, hu hu hu, was the way slaves saluted persons who enter the galleys.

huachipear
Huachipear in Chile: stealing something of small amount

huachipitear
HUACHIPITEAR in Chile : Abusar , robar , escamotear

hualputra
HUALPUTRA Medicago polymorpha is a species of legume in the genus Medicago. 


